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Abstract

Mobile communication systems produce gigabytes of mobil-

ity information day-to-day on country level, which could be ex-

ploited in various Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) ap-

plications. This paper presents the basic concept for tracking

users based on handover (HO) zone detections provided by the

telecommunication network. This concept is able to provide es-

sential information for transportation investigations, moreover

it can be used for localization. Since this application requires to

understand the potential error sources, the contribution of this

paper is to determine these errors and assess their impact on

the derived position. For this investigation, we created a data

acquisition system, and defined different measurement scenar-

ios, namely, terminal vs. network side data acquisition, idle vs.

active measurements, and with using various tracking software,

and phone types. These results are compared. To describe the

geometric and accuracy properties of the HO zones, point error

and error ellipse are used. These metrics have been evaluated

on our test data.
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1 Introduction

Monitoring real-time traffic status is an essential part of the

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) to control or intervene

[1]. The monitored parameters can be derived from measuring

location-based or location-related information (e.g. traffic flow)

manually or with various technologies, such as vehicle tracking

with video or inductive loops [2]. The reliability of the manually

recorded survey data is not satisfactory since the sampling is not

representative [3], on the other hand, the installation and main-

tenance of traffic monitoring sensors are expensive and they may

not be available in 24 / 7 (e.g. in case of bad weather conditions).

The telecommunication network-based tracking or positioning

can provide auxiliary or alternative solutions [4], [5].

This study deals with GSM networks due to its high penetra-

tion. Several methods exist for determining positions of termi-

nals in the GSM network, such as Cell-ID with Timing Advance

(TA), Enhanced Observed Time Difference (E-OTD), Uplink-

Time Difference of Arrival (U-TDoA), and others [6–8]. These

methods ensure different accuracy of positioning, and have dif-

ferent costs of deployment and maintenance.

In this paper we will describe a novel method, namely HO

zone based location estimation, which has several benefits over

current methods: neither requires additional hardware to be in-

stalled nor has extra signalling cost to reach the terminals, like

in case of E-OTD or U-TDoA [6, 9]; yet it provides more accu-

rate localization compared to Cell-ID with TA based methods.

Furthermore, the main advantage of this method is to enable to

track road users without their cooperation or consent, thus im-

portant traffic parameters can be derived from the thousands of

patterns of available mobility data stored by the network.

2 Concept

Regarding the GSM concept the terminals – also called mo-

bile stations (MS) – act as measuring devices. Among others

they determine the strongest radio signal level of the nearest

base transceiver stations (BTS). In connected mode these val-

ues are sent to the serving BTS. Based on these measurements

the network can decide to change the communication channel of

the MS. This process is the so called handover (HO) event and
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it is specified by the handover protocol [10]. Several HO types

exist: some of them reports communication channel frequency

changes; others – that is useful for our purpose – reports the

changes of the serving cells. The location information can be

derived by knowing the typical locations where the MSs change

from the old to the new serving cell (i.e. the cell borders). Those

points where the cell borders and the roads are intersected each

other provide the typical useful HO locations. Since the HO

events do not occur at the same position after repeating the same

cell transition, we define the HO zone – as a set of HO events

– as a geometric area on a road, where active MSs perform HO

process from the old cell to the new cell. These objects are char-

acterized with the geometry, old cell id, new cell id attributes,

where the geometry maps the zone to a particular road, and the

cell id uniquely identifies the cell in the telecommunication net-

work. Note that HO zones with same old cell id, new cell id can

exist with different geometry, i.e. different roads intersecting the

same cell border (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Same HO sequence on different roads

The HO zone method requires to build and maintain a HO

zone database storing the attributes described above. The

database is created in off-line phase, with either by measuring

the HO zones, or by calculating them from cell coverage models

(cost effective, but less reliable method). In this paper we focus

on the first method, namely using cell-phone measurements to

build the database. Mobile phone(s) and GNSS receiver(s) are

used as measuring tools.

In the on-line phase, independent MSs moving in connected

mode on a road will generate HO events that can be observed

and logged by the network or terminal-side. The location of

HO events can be looked up from the database and its anonym

location can be provided.

Ideally a handover between two cells on a road should take

place deterministically at a certain geographic location, where

the signal strength of the new cell is higher than the signal

strength of the old cell with a hysteresis value. In a real sys-

tem, however, the handover, as executed by different MSs on

the same road, will take place at different locations, or it can

even happen that the handover will not take place at all. Fig 2

shows the measurements of three different MSs, while moving

on the same road. The terminal #1 and #3 observe same HO

sequences, in contrast with the terminal #2 that logs another cell

changes not observed by the two other terminals. The objectives

of this study is not to discuss the physical and system engineer-

ing causes of this process, yet we accept it when building our

model, by defining a HO zone (directed road, old cell, new cell)

as the convex hull of n − k geographical points of measured

HOs, where n is the number of measurements, and k is a num-

ber between [0; n − 1] meaning that k measurements did not

include the particular zone. In ideal case k = 0, and the convex

hull is a geographic point.

Fig. 2. Terminals observe different HO sequences on same road

3 Use Cases

HO zones together with live HO stream allow to estimate ve-

hicular travel time on roads. A connected anonym MS, when

moving on a road, generates handovers (Fig. 3). One can cal-

culate the speed of an anonym MS: timestamp of HO can be

extracted from the signalling events on network side, and the

HO location can be looked up from the HO zone database. This

approach can be used for traffic flow estimation [14].

Origin to destination (OD) matrix models the flow of moving

vehicles and commuters from certain origins to certain destina-

tions during a time period T . Having a HO zone database and

the HO signaling stream of a certain area (e.g. a city or country),

OD matrixes can be built to model the movement of anonym

MSs from origin to destination, for example the movement of

the commuters in a city during a day, or the incoming anonym

visitors from certain districts to a concert stadium [11, 13].
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Fig. 3. Concept of travel time estimator

4 Handover statistics

Handovers are only available from moving terminals in con-

nected mode (i.e. circuit switched call). Appropriate number of

HO events is required for certain use cases. For this reason we

examined the distribution of HOs in a city. The data set contains

all HOs in 24-hour interval that arrived from several MSCs in

a large city. From these events 11,195,210 HOs were in GSM

and 565,481 HOs were in UMTS network. In GSM network

the HO distribution is as follows: 4,367,135 intra-cell, 441,552

inter-cell and 582,187 inter MSC HOs. The rest was unusable

for our purpose.

Fig. 4. Histogram and empirical CDF of HOs

The histogram and empirical cumulative density function

(cdf) of HOs can be seen in Fig. 4. The horizontal axis shows

the daily sum of HOs executed by anonym terminals, the vertical

axis shows the frequency of certain number of daily HOs. Thus

the figure shows the likelihood of HOs’ frequencies generated

by terminals. Note that most terminals execute less than 110

handovers per day. About 70% of terminals send less than 10

handovers which are unusable for estimating travel time, how-

ever, can be useful for OD matrices.

5 Measurement system

In this section we describe the measurement system cre-

ated for assessing handover zones and building handover zone

database. It consists of terminals executing GSM calls and

GNSS receiver(s). All measuring units have to be synchro-

nized e.g. with Network Time Protocol (NTP). The HO events

are tagged with timestamp, old cell, new cell triplets, while the

GNSS logs timestamp, latitude, longitude. Since all devices

are time-synchronized, the locations and the HO events can be

matched by correlating HO and GPS timestamps. Three differ-

ent tracking software was used:

• Mobile Quality Analyzer (MQA) is a commercial application

developed by Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN). Although the

primary aim of this software is to collect data for analyzing

the quality parameters of networks, it also allows to observe

HO events. The application runs on Symbian, Android, and

on iOS. The acquired data is automatically uploaded to a ded-

icated database.

• CellTrack is a free software running on Symbian OS. The pro-

gram can log cell changes to the phone’s local file system.

• CellIDLogger is a free software running on Android OS. It is

available from Google Play. The program is also able to log

cell changes to the local file system.

Regarding the locations of the HOs, external GNSS receiver

is used for determining the geographic coordinates. Although,

many smart phones have built-in GNSS, these devices are less

accurate than an external receiver. During positioning in urban

areas the urban canyon effect (i.e. tall buildings hide the re-

quired view of the sky, thus the geometry of satellites is poor

for determining position) can decrease the accuracy. While de-

signing measurements, this effect has to be taken into account.

The data acquisition was executed in Budapest, Hungary with

various phone brands and OS systems using an external GNSS

receiver. The measurements are taken place at one of the high-

way of Budapest in a populated urban area, but where the chance

of detecting urban canyon effect is very small.

6 Experimental results

As we introduced earlier, HOs do not happen deterministi-

cally at the same geographic location, when repeating measure-

ments. In the following sub-sections we discuss the various fac-

tors that can have impact on HO measurements, and thus on

successfully building a HO zone database.

6.0.1 Comparison of Tracking Software

Here, HO events on same MS are investigated using two dif-

ferent software: MQA and CellTrack on Symbian; MQA and

CellIdLogger on Android. The aim was to validate the reliabil-

ity of the tracking software. When comparing the results we ex-

pected to get the same HO sequence with the same timestamps.

However, different terminal software logs HO events with cer-

tain delay to each other, and also slight variations in the observed

HO pattern may happen. Fig. 5 presents 10 minute measurement

executed with a connected Nokia E72 phone, using MQA and

CellTrack as tracking software.
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Fig. 5. Differences of MQA and CellTrack tracking software on same

phones

In the figure the vertical axis shows the time, and the horizon-

tal axis shows the current Cell-ID. The values of Cell-ID were

re-quantized for appropriate display which means that the num-

ber of horizontal axis is not the same as of the real Cell-IDs,

but different numbers represent different Cell-IDs. The transi-

tions on the figure shows the changes of Cell-ID, i.e. HOs. The

cell changes of logging software are matched, where the lines

overlap each other.

Note the logged cell changes are almost the same but signifi-

cant time difference can be observed in the figure. These differ-

ences are between 2 - 30 seconds, and can result relatively large

positioning errors. The differences may due to the phone CPU,

memory overload or a software bug, and it shows the drawback

of terminal side data acquisition approach.

6.0.2 Comparison of Two Connected Phones on the Same

Road

In this experiment, two connected terminals of the same type

are used for collecting 15 minutes of data from phones carrying

on foot. We compared the HO sequences of the two terminals

using MQA logs.

Fig. 6. Cell changes of two connected terminals (same type) during the same

test

The results can be seen in Fig. 6. It shows that the terminals

observed different cell changes. It proves the sequences of HO

could be very different even if the same terminal type is used on

the same road. Terminal #428 observed 8 Cell-IDs, while ter-

minal #497 observed 10 Cell-IDs. HOs of matching terminals

were accepted when timestamps of HO was within 2 minutes.

The total number of the same Cell-IDs observed by two termi-

nals was 7. 1 Cell-ID was observed only by terminal #428 and 3

Cell-IDs were observed only by terminal #497. We note larger

sample set shows significantly higher differences.

The time differences of the same HO events as observed by

the two terminals are also examined. The correlation between

terminals is shown by Fig. 7. The linear line represents the ideal

case, when the observed cell changes occur at same time (corre-

lation is 1). Discrepancies have been noticed; the average of the

time difference is 14 seconds and the standard deviation is 20

seconds, meaning that same handover events occur at different

times.

Fig. 7. Correlation between same cell changes of same type of terminals on

same road during the same test

6.0.3 Comparison of Phone Types

It is important to examine the handover behaviour of differ-

ent phones due to large variety of phone types. In our experi-

ment two vendors and three phone types were compared, namely

Nokia E71, Nokia E51 with Symbian OS and HTC Wildfire with

Android OS. The Nokia phones run CellTrack, while the An-

droid phones used CellIdLogger for logging HO events. The

measurement took 30 minutes. Results are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Cell changes of three different types of phones

The figure shows significant differences between terminals.

The shapes of the data in the figure show correlation between

the terminals, but in several cases at different time the cell IDs

are different. The figure also shows time differences for the same

HOs as observed by different terminals.

It is interesting to see that the terminal #508 observed the half

of HOs detected by the other two terminals. From other mea-

surements it was also found that the tracking software logs sig-
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nificantly less HOs in case of certain phone types. We suspect

that the phone hardware (e.g. antenna type) or phone software

bug could create such differences. To prove this hypothesis, the

comparison of network side and terminal side logs are required.

6.0.4 Network vs. Terminal-side Measurements

In order to use terminal measurements for determining loca-

tion of HOs in off-line phase, it is important to investigate the

logs provided by both the terminal and the network simultane-

ously. If a particular solution correlates network side HO events

with HO zones, it proves to use network side logs to build HO

zones. For this purpose network and terminal-side logs were

acquired in the NSN Test Network. We used six terminals and

examined one HO transition eight times between two cells. On

the terminal side we recorded HO events using CellTrack and

MQA logs, while on network side we recorded MSC logs. We

synchronized all terminals and the MSC via NTP. All eight HOs

were detected both on terminal and network side. In case of

CellTrack time differences were between 0 - 3 seconds (average

is 1 second), in case of MQA they were between 2 - 4 seconds

(average is 3 seconds). Taking into account the results above

this small time difference is promising. On the other hand in real

networks other factors may have an influence, such as fluctuat-

ing traffic, the effect of multiple cells (our NTN setup contained

only two GSM cells), and also the network elements in our test

network were NTP synchronized, which may or may not be the

case in another operating telecommunication network. These

factors may vary the results of terminal and network side com-

parison.

6.0.5 Comparison of idle and connected phones

The aim of this experiment is to detect whether there are sig-

nificant differences between idle and connected phone measure-

ments. Idle mode measurements are preferred on terminal side,

since it does not have any costs, such as calling bills. But also

note that cell changes observed by an idle phone cannot be de-

tected on network side based on the MS cell (re)selection proto-

col. It means terminals observe all related cell changes, but only

HO, as a special cell change, is reported to the network, and it is

only triggered when the device is connected.

Fig. 9. Cell changes of idle and connected phone

Two terminals were used in this investigation, one in con-

nected, and the other in idle mode. The connected terminal

logged the HO events while the idle phone logged the cell

changes. The measurement took 40 minutes. Results can be

seen in Fig. 9. Note that both time and cell change differences

are significant. Both terminals observed 14 different cells but the

mean of the time difference of same cell changes is 72 seconds,

the standard deviation is 31 seconds. This result indicates that

the measurements are preferred to be performed in connected

mode.

6.0.6 Conclusion of Comparisons

Repeated measurements on a particular road will not produce

the same HO locations. Since the number of measurements is

limited due to economic considerations, the best available option

is to model the HO location as a collection of HO measurement

points. Different approaches can be used for measurements (e.g.

idle vs. connected, terminal vs. network log, etc.); however, we

found that the best results can be achieved by using connected

terminals from different vendors, and logging the HO events on

the network side.

7 Geometric properties of zones

To handle the different HO locations derived from the same

cell changes, the HO zone concept has to be introduced. The

zones can be created as convex hull of the measured HOs

(Fig. 10), thus zones define an area where HO occurs in off-

line phase. In this section we present two geometry metrics to

describe and characterize the accuracy of the HO zones, which

metrics are well-known in positioning engineering [12]. Two di-

mensional hull results when the GNSS error (2 dimensional on

a road) is added to the HO measurement error (1 dimensional on

a road).

Fig. 10. Creation of HO Zone

7.0.7 Error ellipses

2D normal probability density function (pdf) can be deter-

mined from HOs which gives the likelihood of locations. In

case of our problem it gives the probability of a HO event in a

given position. The error ellipse is a horizontal cross-section of

this 2D pdf. The probability of a HO event occurred inside the

ellipse is 39.4% [12].

Firstly, the covariance matrix has to be determined: σ2
x cxy

cyx σ2
y

 (1)

where σ2
x, σ2

y are variances and cxy, cyx are the covariances of

HO coordinates. The eigenvectors of covariance matrix give the
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direction of largest and smallest variance. With these values the

implicit equation of error ellipse is as follows:

g2

µ2
max

+
h2

µ2
min

= 1, (2)

where µ2
max ,µ2

min
are the largest and smallest variances and

g, h are independent variables. The axis sizes of the error el-

lipse gives the largest and smallest errors. The error ellipse also

provides the errors in any directions.

The test for analysing the error ellipse of the HO zones was

conducted on a highway of Budapest using eight measurement

rounds with 3 terminals, thus a single HO zone has to contain

24 points in ideal case, when all HO is observed in each round.

The database stored 3310 and 420 HO points and zones, respec-

tively. The geographic coordinates of the HO events were mea-

sured with an external GNSS receiver. A selected part of the

calculated ellipses can be seen in Fig. 11, which is translated to

the centre of mass of all HO points. Most cases, the direction

of the ellipse correlates with the motion heading. It means that

the error of the HO location is significantly larger than that of

the GNSS error. This explains the nearly linear shapes of the

ellipses. In the direction of the road both the error of HO and

GNSS present, whilst perpendicular to the road only GNSS error

has impact.

Fig. 11. Error ellipses of HOs

Besides the error ellipse, the point error is calculated for

defining the accuracy with one single value. This error metric

could be calculated from largest and smallest variances with the

following expression:

P =

√
µ2

max + µ2
min

(3)

This value has been determined in case of all zones which has

at least 3 HO points. The average of these values is 97.2 meter

and the standard deviation is 76.3 meter. The histogram of the

point error can be seen in Fig. 12. Note that the point error for

most of the zones is typically less than 300 meters. This result

also shows that the distribution of point errors is not symmetric

Gaussian.

Fig. 12. Histogram of the STDs of the HO Zones

8 Conclusions

This study presented several examinations regarding the as-

sessment of the accuracy and reliability of the HO zone based lo-

calization concept. We found that the HO events do not have de-

terministic behaviour and depend on various parameters. Even

when we used the same phone with the same tracking soft-

ware on the same road, the generated HO sequences was dif-

ferent on repeated measurement rounds. Thus, it is important

to investigate what factors or conditions can have impact on

the HO event.For this reason, various types of tracking soft-

ware are also compared to determine the differences between

them. Time and cell differences were detected in all cases, thus

using network side data acquisition is required. We also com-

pared various phone types, and found they generate different

HO sequences, thus using different types of phones in the off-

line phase is recommended. If network side measurements are

not available, connected, terminal-based measurements have to

be applied. Another option can be to use idle phone to log the

cell changes via cell reselection mechanism. To detect dissim-

ilarities between these two data acquisition, we compared the

phones in idle and connected mode, and the results indicated

that even if cell reselection sequences show similarities to HO

sequences, differences are also noticeable, thus using connected

phones for the measurements are also recommended.

The paper also presented two error metrics to determine the

accuracy properties of the zones: the error ellipses of HO zones

are calculated for the geometric representation of the position-

ing error, while the point errors are determined for describing

this error with a simple value. Consequently, the HO zone based

solution provided approximately 250 - 300 meter accuracy in ur-

ban environment for most of the HO zones.

Since the telecommunication system depends on the particu-

lar telecommunication network implementation, the results also

can vary depending on the implementation. Thus, our tests and

examinations are limited. Nevertheless, this study helps esti-

mate the limitations of the HO zone concept in the sense of accu-

racy and reliability. Our work also presented the most important

steps and potential risks in respect of measuring HO zones.

Most of our examinations used terminal side measurements,
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yet network side measurements in a real network would give

interesting insights to the behaviour of the terminals, as seen

by the network, and would lead to more comprehensive conclu-

sions. Ultimately, as a future step the UMTS networks could be

a potential area to create similar measurements in respect to the

handover and cell reselection mechanisms.
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